


Fundamental Particles and
their interactions understood in
terms of the Standard Model

Why do we believe in it?
It Works!

� All gauge bosons and fundamental fermions 
experimentally verified

� Electroweak precision  measurements at
LEP(CERN), SLC(SLAC), Tevatron(Fermilab) 
have confirmed SM predictions
to 0.1% accuracy

� Anomalous magnetic moment of the electron
Theory : g/2 = 1.001 159 652 180 85 (76),

a precision of better than one part in a trillion



The problem facing particle physics is that
"the Standard Model worked too well!" 

There are many unresolved questions

⇒ there must be Physics beyond the SM.



Particle collisions at higher energies will 
Produce particles that signal new phenomena
LHC, ILC

Intense beams of particles (at lower energies)
to obtain larger number of particles:
for measurement of rare processes
Flavour Physics Experiments
Neutrino experiments, B factories

A combination of underground experiments, 
ground and space based telescopes will explore
the mysterious Dark phenomena 

Energy Frontier

Intensity Frontier

CosmicFrontier



What role does Flavour Physics and CPV play in search for New Physics







Anomalies
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Di Muon Events at D0

� Measure two raw asymmetries-include muons from all sources:

� contribution from Absl to a is strongly suppressed by k=0.041±0.003

� Both asymmetries contain contributions from Absl and detector-related background 
asymmetries

� Determine background contributions Abkg and abkg using data with minimal input 
from simulation

� Exploit the correlation of background content in raw asymmetries to reduce the 
uncertainty on Absl
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raw dimuon charge asymmetry raw inclusive muon charge asymmetry





� Standard Model cannot be the complete theory
� Hierarchy problem
� New sources of CPV required to generate the Baryon asymmetry
� Neutrino masses
� Dark Matter  …….

� Extend the SM Lagrangian by higher dimension operators, suppressed 
by Powers of the NP scale

� example: in SM for ∆ F=2 processes, 

~ 2.5 TeV(scale for loop suppressed SM process)

The NP effective operator 

~ mass of NP particle

Measurements ⇒

ΛNP >

2 x 104 εk

1 x 103 ∆ mk

9 x 102 ∆ mD

4 x 102 ∆ mB

7 x 101 ∆ mBs

NP Flavor puzzle!

Going Beyond SM





















SUSY

�With squarks and sleptons, more possible ways for flavour violation.
�Parameters controlling flavour violation in MSSM numerous

⇒Huge flavour violation.

�Defuse this “SUSY Flavour problem”  by Alignment
�Assume sfermion masses are approximately aligned with fermion masses
� Scalar mass matrices are approximately diagonal. 
�Off diagonal sfermion mass terms treated as interactions,

perturbative expansion of FCNC amps. in terms of mass insertions.



Models with CMFV 

�The CKM flavour pattern of the SM successful
- explains most flavour physics data.

�Hence any NP has to be a small perturbation
of the main bulk contribution of the SM  

This has led to models with Constrained Minimal Flavour Violation :
� CKM matrix of the SM, the only source of flavour violation.
� Only operators that are relevant  are the those already in SM.
∆ Mq can have NP contributions only in the short distance functions.






